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1. Introduction
When designing programming environments, we need to consider the best ways to
explain to the user how their programs behave.
To understand the execution of a program, a model of the programming language isrequired. 
For Prolog it is necessary to explain such features as backtracking, recursion and
unification. In order to do so, the model should include information about the search
space, the flow of control through the search space and the Prolog clauses. This model is
equivalent to du Boulay and O'Shea's 'virtual machine' in Logo [du Boulay and O'Shea 78],
and to Lawrence Byrd's 'notional machine' [Byrd 80]. There are a number of different ways
of representing the model. The way we choose will depend upon the context and the
audience. Each of the "different ways of representing the model" will be referred to as a
Prolog story.
An ideal Prolog story would have the following properties:
1. the flow of control through the search space would be indicated;
2. the overall search space of the call would be conveyed, in particular, the
backtracking points would be indicated, and it would be obvious when ultimate
success had been attained;
3. each subgoal would be displayed;
4. the unifiers produced by the resolution of subgoals would be displayed;
5. 
the remaining subgoals would be displayed;
6. the final instantiation of the original goal would be displayed;
7
different instantiations of a clause would be distinguished;
8
the effect of a cut, on the search space, would be indicated,
9
the clauses that resolve the subgoal away would be displayed;
10. the other clauses that could resolve with the selected subgoal would be
displayed.
2These properties can be seen to represent different aspects of the model. The first
represents the information for searching the tree. The final two represent the database of
clauses. The rest represent the search space.
When teaching Prolog, the choice of story is particularly important. The students need a
good understanding of what the computer will do with their programs. They must be able
to anticipate the effect of running the programs, in order to write, debug and modify them.
The students might be left to infer the model for themselves, or it might be taught
explicitly. The latter reduces the likelihood of inferring an incorrect or inadequate model.
The story that is told about this model should be simple to understand and use, even by
people with no previous computing/mathematical experience. All stories used by Prolog
teachers, primers, trace messages, error messages, etc. must be consistent with this
model, though each might only represent part of the model.
This chapter is based on our experience of teaching Prolog to novice programmers.However. 
the issues discussed are equally relevant to all Prolog users.
Issues relating to whether the declarative or the procedural semantics should be used to
describe the behaviour of a Prolog program will not be discussed in detail here. Depending
on which is used, the language (or terminology) used to tell the story will differ. Keeping
consistency in the language used is desirable but not easy. It is suggested that both the
procedural and declarative interpretations of stories are needed; the procedural and
declarative in order to write programs in Prolog and the declarative to check. the logic of
the programs written.
The terminology used to tell Prolog stories has been taken both from that of problem
solving and from that of theorem proving. It is not feasible to use one set of terminology
to the exclusion of the other, although for certain concepts terms from one or the other
may be more suitable. For example, 'subgoal' is a term from problem solving which has no
directly corresponding term in theorem proving (though it has been adopted by theorem
proving); 'clause' from theorem proving corresponds to both rules and facts in problem
solving terms; 'unifying' derives from theorem proving, but is not equivalent to the
theorem proving definition. In teaching, thought needs to be given to the 'Prolog
terminology' used. Terminology from both theorem proving and problem solving might be
mixed, but only one term should be used for each concept to avoid causing confusion.
2. Modes of Presentation
The mode of presentation affects the ease with which a story can be told. Some stories
lend themselves to presentation at the blackboard: others require extensive computing
support. The three main modes of presentation that will be considered here are:
(a) blackboard mode: presentation of Prolog programs in the classroom;
representation using the blackboard, overhead slide projector, talk. and chalk,
etc.;
computer terminal;(b) computer mode: presentation
debugging programs;
at tracing,a running,
(c) text mode: presentation through static written materials, such as text books.
3Clearly, there is some overl.p between these modes.. Whilst It may be convenient to tell
different stories In different modes of presentation, we must ensure that these stories are
consistent with each other. A number of different stories are currently used in Prolog
books and trace messages. The first edition of Programming in Prolog [Clocksin and
Mellish 81] Is a perticularly rich source.
3. An Example Program
Four Prolog stories will be used to give an account of the running of an example
program. The strengths and weaknesses of these stories will be considered. We are
assuming Prolog programs executed with left-right, depth-first control strategy. using
Edinburgh syntax. The example program involves unification. backtracking and recursion.
The program is given in figure 3-1. (lines are labelled for ease of reference.)
11.location(Person, 
Place):-
at(Person, Place).location(Person, 
Place):-
visit(Person, Other),
location(Other, Place).
2al.
a2.
a3.
t( lan, 
room19).
at(jane, room54).at(betty, 
office).
v v2.
v3.
isit(dave, 
alan).visit(janet, 
betty).visit(lincoln, 
dave)
lincoln,Where).
Figure 3-1 An Example Program and Goal: 'location'
Whilst this simple example does not involve the use of either the cut, or of building up
structures to pass back a result, or of evaluable predicates, it is complex enough to
illustrate the points to be made here.
The interpretation of the goal 'Iocation(Person,Place)' is that a Person is located at a
Place. The program consists of two non-unit clauses with predicate 'location' and a
number of unit clauses, or assertions, with predicates 'at' and 'visit'. The location
procedure can be read declaratively as:
* a person is located at a place if the person is at the place.
* a person is located at a place if the person is visiting another person and that
person is located at the place.
It can also be read procedurally as:
"Video presentation might be considered to be another mode: it will not be considered separately
4* to find where a person Is located find what place they are at.
* to find where a person Is located find who they are visiting and then find
where the person they are visiting is located.
Depending upon the goal there may be more than one solution; that is, the proof may be
obtained by more than one means.
4. 
Prolog Stories
Four stories or representations that will be considered are:
1. AND/OR trees
2. OR trees
3. Arrow diagrams
. 
Byrd boxes
Other stories include the 'Flow of Satisfaction', the 'Full Trace'
representation [Clocksin and Mellish 81].
and the Partial Tree'
1. 
AND/OR Trees
A standard story, which is inherited from resolution theorem proving, is based on the
AND/OR tree. This is described in more detail by Kowalski [Kowalski 79].
The AND/OR tree is the search tree of subgoals required to satisfy some initial goal. The
root node is labelled by the initial goal: each ancestor node represents a single subgoal.
Conjunctions and disjunctions are represented explicitly.
According to this story, Prolog searches this tree in a depth-first manner, choosing the
left-most, unexplored branch. For OR choices this left-most choice reflects the top-down
ordering of clauses. For AND choices it reflects the left/right ordering of subgoals. Each
node is labelled with the subgoal matched at that stage, and each link is labelled with the
number of the matching clause and the most general unifier.
The tree for the above example is given in figure 4-
a small arc in the figure.
Conjoined goals are marked with
The AND/OR tree story of the example program presents different problems according to
the mode of presentation. For this particular example with the goal
'location(lincoln,Where)' the tree is not very large. It can easily be represented in
blackboard mode, on an overhead slide or on the blackboard. It is also straightforward to
present it in written text. On a standard v.d.u. it is more difficult: this example will just fit
on the screen if it is "squashed" a little. In general it is more difficult to present graphical
representations on a standard v.d.u., though using a bit-mapped display would help solve
this. A better solution would be not to try to put the complete tree on the screen, or on
the blackboard, but to have access to parts of it. Debugging and tracing packages currently
exist that permit access to information in the AND/OR tree without displaying the complete
tree.
5Figure 4-1 An AND/OR Tree
The AND/OR tree shows each subgoal only once. The overall search space is displayed;
backtracking points are clear; the number of the clause that resolves with each subgoal is
marked and the unification is displayed. The effect of the cut is not displayed in this
example, but might be indicated by scribbling out the outstanding OR choices and the
trees they dominate when the! subgoal is satisfied.
The disadvantages of using the AND/OR tree are:
* It is not immediately clear when a call has been successful: this call will be
represented by a subtree of the complete search tree, rather than just a branch.
Highlighting this subtree by some means could make this clearer.
* It is difficult to see what subgoals are outstanding at any moment: the 'current
goal' is not immediately obvious, though imposing some form of marking on
the tree might help this.
#0 The output substitution is not clearly displayed, but must be calculated by
combining the unifiers along the winning branches. If 'building a structure to
return a result' is involved there would be the same problem of passing back
6the value and labelling the arcs with the unification.
.To keep the different environments of recursive calls clear, the variables have
to be renamed: their origins are not always clear.
* There is no direct link to the clauses in the database.
-
* In the general case, It Is complicated to see which parts of the tree should be
scribbled out by the cut.
There would be further problems if the goal were the more general goal
'Iocation(Who,Where)'. The first solution would be found. Further solutions would be
obtained by backtracking. The unifications of Who and Where, labelled for the first
solution, would have to be altered. In blackboard mode this can be done: by 'rubbing out'
on the blackboard, or by using multiple overlays. On the computer it can be represented by
removing and replacing the unifiers. In text however the previous instantiations must be
crossed out or the whole figure redrawn. Alternatively, each match for 'at' could be
represented explicitly as separate leaf nodes. but the diagram gets very cluttered and we
still need to do some 'crossing out'.
4.2. OR Trees
The OR tree story is also a standard story, inherited from resolution theorem proving.
This is the traditional way of describing linear resolution search spaces. Prolog is based on
LUSH resolution, which is a linear resolution inference system. OR trees are described in
[Kowalski 79].
The OR tree may be seen as a collapsed AND/OR tree. For each subgoal any conjoined
goals are carried around in the tree, as a stack of goals to be satisfied (in some sequence)
after the parent goal has been satisfied. Depending upon the sequence in which the
conjoined subgoals are satisfied, different OR trees will be generated, each related to the
AND/OR tree.
The nodes of the tree are labelled by all the outstanding subgoals. The arcs are labelled
by the number of the resolving clause and the most general unifier. Prolog searches this
tree in a depth-first manner, choosing the left-most subgoal to resolve away at each
stage. The different environments of recursive calls are represented by different variables
and different bindings for them.
The OR tree for the location example is given in figure 4-2.
Presenting the OR tree in different modes causes similar difficulties to presenting the
AND/OR tree. The effect of the cut would be displayed by scribbling out the outstanding
choice points and the trees they dominate, when the! subgoal is satisfied.
They both have similar features and problems, with the following exceptions:
* The outstanding subgoals in the OR tree are carried along at each stage,
unaltered. They tend to clutter up the tree.
* With the OR tree representation it is easier to see what subgoals are
.,
.
An OR TreeFigure 4-2:
-
outstanding and it is clearer when a call has been successful.
The main differences between the two sorts of trees is that the OR tree displays success
and the outstanding subgoals in a more straightforward way at the cost of recording
information (the outstanding subgoals) redundantly. However, as the OR tree is a
collapsed AND/OR tree, the OR tree can be derived from the AND/OR tree.
4.3. The Arrow Story
The arrow story is introduced in 'Programming in Prolog' [Clocksin and Mellish 81]. It
solves part of the problem of AND/OR trees and OR trees by providing a direct tie to the
database.
8
.
Part of the OR tree II presented together with the dltlbase. In addition direct links (the
arrow) Ire drawn between elch lubgOl1 end the resolving cllule. ThIs story tells, maInly
In prose, about satisfaction of subgoals, left/right order of lubgoals. top-bott°"1 order of
clluses, and blcktrlcklng. Subsequent .snlpshots document the continuing process of
sltlsfylng this goll.
An example Is given In figure 4-3. This example actually has two snapshots Incorporated
In one diagram.
DATABASE GOALSlocation(Person, 
Place):~ ?- location(ltncoln,Where)
at(person, Place). 1 ~location(Person, 
Place):- ~---~ dave
visit(Person, Other), ?- visit(lincoln,Ol),
locatio~(Other, Place). ~locatiOn(Ol,Where).
daveI3
at(alan; 
room19).
at(jane, room54).
at(betty, office).
Notes1. 
the second location goal has succeeded2. 
attempt to satisfy subgoals3. 
the third visiting goal succeeds
4.01 is instantiated to dave
Figure 4-3: An Arrow Diagram
Probably the easiest way to present this story is with overhead transparencies, overlaying
the arrows, goals and explanation for each snapshot or on the blackboard. On the
standard v.d.u. the story could be displayed dynamically, though it might be difficult to
represent the arrows. In text, each diagram is simple enough but a number of diagrams
are needed and the full explanation might be tedious.
The detail of this presentation is good for a beginning student, especially the explicit
linking of the selected subgoal with the resolving clauses and the display of the alternative
clauses in the format of the program.
The search space is described as a sequence of snapshots: its tree structure is not
exhibited. The passage of the arrow heads down the list of clauses provides an alternative
explanation of backtracking and cut. All the outstanding subgoals are shown in each
snapshot. as in the OR tree. It provides a window onto the OR tree.
Since only a single copy of each clause is displayed. it is not clear how different
instantiations of the same clause would be represented. One possibility would be labelling
the arrow with the unifier.
visit(dave, 
alan).visit(janet, 
betty).visit(lincoln, 
dave)
9The arrow story also presents practical difficulties in the number of fingers and arrows
needed in explanation of the links.
4.4. 
The Byrd Box Model
This is the story developed by Lawrence Byrd for the debugging aid he built for Prolog
[Byrd 80, Bowen 82].
The Byrd box model comes in two parts: the boxes drawn in explanations and the output
given during a Prolog session. The first part consists of drawings like that in figure 4-4.
The second part consists of a dialogue like that in figure 4-5.
All the clauses for a particular predicate are enclosed in 8 'box'. Arrows into and out of
the box show how clauses can be entered (by CALL and REDO) and left (by EXITing on
success, or by FAILure). This story can be used to demonstrate how the database of Prolog
clauses is 'gone through' in finding the solution to a goal. It may be seen as representing
the paths through a node of the AND/OR tree.
CALL + + EXIT
--> I location(Person,Place):- I -->
I at(Person,Place). I
I location(Person,Place):- I
I visit(Person,Other), I
FAIL I location(Other,Place). I REDO
<-- + + <--
CALL + + EXIT
--> I at(alan,room19). I -->
at(jane,room54
at(betty,office
I I REDO
<-- + + <--
+ + EXIT
I visit(dave,alan). I -->
visit(janet,betty).lincoln,daveFAIL 
I I REDO
<-- + + <--
Figure 4-4: Three Byrd Boxes
The second part of the box model, the trace, essentially steps arounds the AND/OR tree.
This trace or record of goals is needed to connect the boxes to the tree. It steps down
the tree with CALL and REDO messages, and up the tree with EXIT and FAIL messages. An
10
incomplete version of the tree Information, namely the depth of the nodes, is given by the
unbracketted numbers In the trace. The boxes complement the trace obtained by
focussing on a predicate. They help the user understand what causes the subgoals in the
trace to change.
?- trace,location(lincoln,Where).
Debug mode switched on.
(1) 0 Call: location(lincoln,_38) ?
(2) 1 Call: at(lincoln,_38) ?
(2) 1 Fail: at(lincoln,_38)
(3) 1 Call: visit(lincoln,_108) ?
(3) 1 Exit: visit(lincoln,dave)
(4) 1 Call: location(dave,_38) ?
(5) 2 Call: at(dave,_38) ?
(5) 2 Fail: at(dave,_38)
(6) 2 Call: visit(dave,_126) ?
(6) 2 Exit: visit(dave,alan)
(7) 2 Call: location(alan,_38) ?
(8) 3 Call: at(alan,_38) ?
(8) 3 Exit: at(alan,room19)
(7) 2 Exit: 1ocation(alan,room19)
(4) 1 Exit: location(dave,room19)
(1) 0 Exit: location(lincoln,room19)
Where = room19
yes
Figure 4-5: A Byrd Box Trace
Individual Byrd boxes can be displayed fairly easily in all modes. Following the paths
through the boxes is more difficult. Telling the story using the boxes alone gives a linear
and local story: the trace must also be displayed. For this simple program the trace is very
short. For others it is much longer. Options are usually offered to permit the user to focus
on specified predicates, and to avoid tracing lower level goals. A lot of information is
given in the trace although it is not easy to reconstruct the tree from this.
The Byrd box story has most of the disadvantages of the AND/OR tree representation,
except that the EXIT messages tell you about the state of the goals after satisfaction and
hence tell you about the output substitution. In addition, two pieces of information present
in our drawing of the AND/OR tree are absent from the Byrd trace messages, namely the
clauses being resolved with and the overall shape of the tree. The clauses are given in
the boxes -the first part of the Byrd box model -but this information is not available
on-line, and the clauses linked are not linked to the subgoals they satisfy. It is also
difficult to see what subgoals are outstanding at any moment. The variables are renamed
to numbers in order to separate the different environments of recursive calls, but the
origins of the variables are not clear. No information is given about which parts of the
tree are deleted by cuts.
11
5. Conclusion
It can be seen from the above that some stories contain more information than others.
The extra information is paid for by the increase in complexity. For example, in the OR
tree it is easy to see what subgoals remain at any point as the nodes are labelled with
these. However, this is done at the cost of carrying unsatisfied subgoals forward in the
current goal clause. The AND/OR tree is less redundant: each subgoal appears only once.
However, working out which are the unsatisfied subgoals, and when the initial goal has
succeeded, is more difficult.
None of the stories provide a clean and easy way of dealing with the cut. This is not,
however, unexpected: if a nice clean story could be told about the cut then there would
not be so many people struggling to replace it.
In considering the AND/OR tree and OR tree representations of the search space, it can
be seen that they are closely related. The OR tree, however, incorporates some goal
ordering constraints that the AND/OR tree does not have. It is suggested, therefore, that
the AND/OR tree is the more fundamental representation of the two. All of the stories
described above can be developed consistently from the AND/OR tree story of the search
space. The complete model of Prolog to be represented in any story is:
-It the AND/OR tree story of the search space;
* the database of clauses;
* the information for controlling search.
Presenting all this information in one single story leads to a confusing complexity for all
but the simplest examples. An alternative solution is to make all the information relating
to the model available, but to choose to show only a portion of it at anyone time. This
would necessitate deciding exactly what portion to present in blackboard or text mode, and
providing other information as required. In computer mode, for example in a debugger, we
could offer various options: the user could ask to see all matching clauses for a goal if
this information was not given automatically. We present some parts of the story
automatically and give access to the remainder. The actual story that we present will be
determined by the aims and background of the users. As long as presentation in all
modes is based on the same model, there should be consistency in the overlapping parts
of different stories.
As bit-map displays come into more common use the difficulties of presentation in
different modes will be reduced, though there will still be problems with reproducing, in
the classroom, what is shown at the terminal. Video presentation might be one means of
reducing this problem.
The main conclusions to be drawn here are:
* It is important to consider the model of Prolog that is to be used in teaching,
and to select the most important feature$ of this model for presentation.
andThe story that is told about this model must be clear and consistent:
should provide a framework for understanding the model.
12
.Decisions must be made concerning the mode In which the story Is to be told
and the language that Is used to tell It.
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